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We consider the regular linear Sturm-Liouville problem (second-order linear 
ordinary differential equation with boundary conditions at two points x = 0 and 
x = 1, those conditions being separated and homogeneous) with several real 
parameters 1, ,..., dx. Solutions to this problem correspond to eigenvalues 
i. = (A , ,..., In-) forming sets FfN determined by the number of zeroes in (0, 1) of 
solutions. We describe properties of these sets including: boundedness, and when 
unbounded, asymptotic directions. Using these properties some results are given for 
the system of N Sturm-Liouville problems which share only the parameters A. 
Sharp results are given for the system of two problems sharing two parameters. The 
eigensurfaces for a single problem are closely related to the cone K = (1 E Rs: 
i,a,(x) + ... +&a,(x) < 0 for all x in [0, l]), particularly in questions of boun- 
dedness. The cone K and related objects are discussed, and a result is given which 
relates cones with two oscillation conditions known as “Right-Definiteness” and 
“Left-Definiteness.” 
SECTION 1 
The regular Sturm-Liouville problem with separated, homogeneous 
boundary conditions has been thoroughly studied. Recent authors have 
considered the generalization of this problem in which there are eigenvalue 
parameters A , ,..., 1, instead of a single parameter. This problem consists of 
the equation 
W)’ + (&a,(x) + ... + h%(x) + &))Y = 0, (l.l.N) 
x E [0, 11, ’ = d/dx, along with the boundary conditions 
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cos a y(0) - sin a p(O) ~‘(0) = 0, 
cos/?.y(l)-sinP.p(l)y’(l)=O. 
(l-2) 
To make the problem regular we assume that p, q, a, ,..., a,,, are continuous 
and real-valued and that p is positive and continuously differentiable. To 
make the eigenvalue problem non-trivial we will always assume that at least 
one of the uj’s is not identically zero. 
We will discuss the problem (l.l.N), (1.2), and then we will apply our 
results to a system of regular Sturm-Liouville problems which share the 
same parameters I, ,..., 1,v. The results for the system are part of 
Multiparameter Oscillation Theory. General information about these 
problems can be found in Arscott [ 11, Atkinson [2], Faierman [6], and 
Sleeman [22]. 
For a non-trivial solution y(x; ,I) of (1.1.N) we define the oscillation 
number as the number of zeroes in (0, 1) of the function y(.; 1). We define 
sets S, = (A” E R”: there is a non-trivia1 solution y(x; no) of (l.l.N), (1.2) 
having oscillation number n}. If 1 E S, for some n we call 1 an eigenvalue. 
A number n* such that S, = @ for n < n* and S, # 9 for n > n* is called the 
minimum oscillation number. It will be proven in Theorem 2.1 that n* 
always exists. 
We will call the sets S, eigensurfuces. Strictly speaking, the sets S, may 
not satisfy the differential geometric requirements for a set to be called a 
“surface.” 
Define the ray through a point 0 # 1’ E Rv as the set 9(l”) = ItA’: t > 0). 
We will investigate the problem (l.l.N), (1.2) in part by looking along rays; 
this amounts to writing R” z (the unit sphere) X [0, co). 
As a note on terminology, whenever a function is called analytic we mean 
real-analytic. 
Given the functions a, ,..., a,v, notate A u(x) = I,a,(x) + ‘.. + ;I,Va,(x) 
and define a cone K = {A E IF..‘: L . a < 0 on [0, 1 I}. It will be shown in 
Section 3 that the eigensurfaces are closely related to this cone: For n > n* 
S, is bounded if and only if K = {O). Fix any n > n* and let us suppose now 
that K # (O} so that S, is unbounded. Let t, A” E S, with ]A”1 = 1 and 
t, + co. Since the unit sphere is compact, there is a ;1’ and a convergent 
subsequence A”’ + i”. 
Let us make a definition: Given an unbounded point set Q c P’ and a 
sequence of points t,,,lm E fi with t,,, > 0, ]A”] = 1, and t, --t +co, if there 
exists a %” such that A” -+ Jo we will say that A0 is an asymptote for 8. For 
ease in terminology, let us say that whenever we write “1’ is an asymptote” 
we will mean “1’ is an asymptote for S, for every n > n*.” In Theorems 3.2, 
3.3 it will be shown that i” with IA’] = 1 is an asymptote if and only if 
Jo E % =def” X. For the two-parameter problem (N= 2) it will be further 
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shown in Theorem 3.4 that the eigencurves are “asymptotically parallel” to 
8, a concept which will be made precise in Section 3, whenever K # (0). 
In Section 4, we will consider the system 
( pj J’:(Xi)) + (A 1 Uij (Xi) + + A,l.Uiz,(Xi) + qj(Xj)) 4’; = 07 
cos ai y,(O) - sin ai p,(O)~$(o) = 0, 
cosfii.y,(l)-sinPi.p,(l)y;(l)=O. 
(1.3) 
i= 1 ,..., N, of regular Sturm-Liouville problems. For each of the problems 
there will be surfaces Sk. Notate A ai* = I, ai, + ... + I&z~,~(x~) and 
define cones Ki = {A E [R N:A.ai*,<Oon [O,l]},C;=(IEIR”:I.ai.<O 
on [0, 1 I}, and Zi = 8Ki. In Theorem 4.2 it will be shown that when the 
surfaces Si intersect nicely, for example, if there are integers q such that 
ny==, S’,,# 0 whenever n,>,fl, i= l,..., N, necessarily the cones intersect 
nicely: (n,,, a,) n (lR”jint Ki) # {0}, i = l,..., N. For the two-parameter 
problem, Theorem 4.3 proves that there are integers NT, @ such that 
SA, n S’,, # 0 whenever n, > NT, n, > N:, as long as some conditions on the 
cones are satisfied: 8, next K, # 0, ext K, n 8, # 0, and a technical 
assumption. It turns out that Richardson’s result, Theorem 4.3, has as its 
corollaries all other results (guaranteering the existence of eigenvalues) for 
the two-parameter problem which have appeared in the literature. One of the 
results found in the literature, Theorem 4.7, is false, and we discuss how that 
result can be repaired. In Section 4, we also present an example for N = 3 
which satisfies neither “Right-Definiteness” nor “Left-Definiteness,” terms 
which will be defined in Section 4. 
In Section 5 the cones are discussed. Theorem 5.1 states that either 
C- = 0 or C = int K, and this seems to be a new result. In Theorem 5.2 a 
linear algebra result is given: Assuming that nl;=‘=, C; # 0, the condition 
known as “Left-Definiteness” of Kiillstrom and Sleeman [ 151 implies the 
condition known as “Right-Definiteness.” 
SECTION 2 
For the Sturm-Liouville problem consisting of an equation 
(PY’)’ + 0 = 0 (2.1) 
along with boundary conditions (l-2) it is advantageous to make the Priifer 
substitution y(x) = R(x) sin e(x), p(x)y’(x) = R(x) cos e(x). Problem (1.2), 
(2.1) is then equivalent (see Coddington and Levinson [3, pp. 208-213)) to 
the problem consisting of the equations 
502/38/2-E 
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R’(x) = (p(x)-’ - g(x)) R(x) sin B(x) cos B(x), (2.2) 
B’(x) = p(x)-’ cos’ 19(x) + g(x) sin’ e(x) (2.3) 
along with the initial condition 
e(o)=a (2.4 I 
and the end condition 
6’(l)=/?(modIr). 
Without loss of generality 0 < a < II and 0 < p < IL. 
(2.5) 
At any x where e(x) = 0 (mod A) the corresponding solution u(x) has a 
zero, and vice-versa. It is known (see Coddington and Levinson [ 3 1) that if 
19(x,) > klz for some integer k 2 0 then necessarily 0(x) > kn for all x > x0. 
We note that nlr < 8(l) < (n + 1) K if and only if the corresponding solution 
has oscillation number II. 
The most basic result in Sturm Comparison Theory compares the 
solutions of two initial value problems (see Coddington and Levinson [3, 
p. 212, Theorem 2.1 1). Also, it is known that the one-parameter problem 
(l.l.l), (1.2) has, when a, > 0 on [0, 11, a unique eigenvalue nl for each 
n > 0. It is known that this remains true even when one allows a, 2 0 on 
[0, 1 ] with inequality at all but isolated points. 
When g(x) = g(x, 1) = i a(x) + q(x), ,l E RV, we will denote the 
corresponding solution of (2.3), (2.4) by B(x) = 8(x; A). For arbitrary N it is 
known that B( 1; A) is an analytic function of L (see Hale [ 13, pp. 2 l-221). 
From this we have 
THEOREM 2.1. The minimum oscillation number always exists. 
ProoJ: Define the function v: W” 3 (0, co): A I-+ 8(1; 1). Since IR” is 
connected, I+@) is connected and hence either a single point or an interval, 
possibly infinite to the right. Since we assume that at least one of the uj is 
non-trivial we can show that yl(R”) is an interval which is infinite to the 
right: For if a,(~,,) is positive (exactly the same sort of argument will apply 
if a,(x,) < 0), say, then a,(x) is positive on some small subinterval about x0. 
Thus, 0(x, ; L) + co as A, -+ co when 1, ,..., As are held fixed. It follows then 
that ~(1) -+ +co as A, + co when 1, ,..., L,,~ are held fixed. One then defines 
n* =min(n>O: nn+pE y/(P)}. I 
The result in Theorem 2.1 has been proven for the one-parameter p oblem 
by Eisenfeld [4] and Faierman [7] using more explicit arguments. Those 
arguments yield more information about the eigenvalues for the one- 
parameter problem, for example, that there is a sequence of eigenvalues 
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,I” E IR that is either monotonically increasing, i.e. A”’ < ,I”’ * ’ < ... , or 
monotonically decreasing, i.e., A”’ > 1”” I > ... . 
To close this section we will discuss the convexity of the eigensurfaces. A 
set R c Icy is called convex if t,I + (1 - f)~ E R whenever 1,~ E R and 
0 < t < 1. A set S which is the boundary of a set R will be called convex if R 
is convex. Let us define now sets R, = (A E [R”: 0( 1; 2) < nlr + p}, and note 
that S, is the boundary of R, when R, # 0. The following example shows 
that the eigensurfaces S, are not necessarily convex: 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let q = 0, a = 0, /3= rr, and consider the two-parameter 
problem 
y”(X) + 1 u(x) y(x) = 0, XE [O, 11, 
y(O)=y(l)=O, 
where a,(x)= 1 for 0 <x <f, a,(x) = 0 for f <x Q 1 and (In =0 for 
0 <x Q f, a,(x) = 1 for 5 < x Q 1. For convenience in the calculations the 
functions uj chosen are not continuous. The result of non-convexity will not 
be disturbed by the discontinuity of these aj because they can be approx- 
imated arbitrarily well in L,(O, 1) by continuous functions, and the angle 
function 8 depends continuously on the uj in L,(O, 1). 
Take A’ = (8n2, 0), ,I* = (0, 87r2), and A3 = (A’ + A2)/2 = (4x2, 47r2) = 
(a convex combination). We will show that I’, A2 E R, and that 
A3 E S, = aR,. We have the solution y(x; A’) = (2n))’ sin(2nx), so that 
A3 E S,. We also have 
y(x; A’) = 1 co- ’ sin(ox) o<x<+ co-’ sin(o/2) + cos(w/2) . (x - f), ; <x< I, 
where w = 23!27t, from which we conclude that y(x; A’) has exactly one zero 
on (0, )] and does not vanish on (4, 11. So 1’ E R,. One can conclude the 
same for L2. 
SECTION 3 
For the N-parameter problem (l.l.N), (1.2) the eigensurfaces S, are 
closely related to the cone K = (A E I?“: A . a(x) < 0 for all x E [O, 1 ] }. 
Recall that Lo, ]A0 ]= 1, is an asymptote for S, if there exists a sequence 
t,A* E s,, In”] = 1, t, + co, with I” + 1’. Let S, be any non-empty eigen- 
surface. Then (i) S, is bounded if and only if K = {0}, and (ii) 0 # 1’ is an 
asymptote for S, if and only if ho E a = iYJK. 
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Part (i) will be proven in Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and part (ii) will be proven in 
Theorems 3.2, 3.3. 
Define r(A) = max,, (,<, 3. a(x). Note that r(,) is continuous, because 
3,” + 11’ implies A” a -+ 1’ a uniformly on [0, 11, and note also that 1 E K 
if and only if r(1) < 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. K = {Ot implies that every non-empty S, is bounded. 
Proof: K = (0 ] implies r(A) > 0 for all 1# 0, in particular for all (A 1 = 1. 
Since the unit sphere is compact and r(.) is continuous, there is a r. > 0 such 
that r(n) 2 r. for all ]A] = 1. 
Suppose now that there is an ri with S,- unbounded. Let tmAm E S, with 
t, + co and (i” ] = 1. By taking a subsequence, we may assume that A” -+ 1’ 
for some ]A’] = 1. Since 1” a -+ ;1’ a uniformly on [0, I], there is an 
interval I,, of non-zero length, and an integer M such that 1” a(x) > r,/2 
for all x E 1, and for all m > M. If x0 E int I, then 8(x, ; t, A*) -+ co as 
m-r 00. This implies that @(I; t,A”)+ co as m 3 co, giving a 
contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. If A0 is an asymptote then A0 E 6. 
Proof For some n >n* there is a sequence t,AmE S, with IA”‘] = 1. 
t, + +co, and A” + Lo, by the definition of an asymptote. First we will show 
A0 E K, and then we will show that 1’ 6? int K. 
To show that 11’E K, it will sufftce to show that r(im) + 0 as m + CD. 
Assume to the contrary that there is a 6 > 0 and subsequence m’ + co with 
r(im’) > 6. Just as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can conclude that 
0( 1; r,,A”‘) -+ co as m’ -+ co, giving a contradiction. 
Next, we will show that A0 & int K: Let ,u’ E S,. so that f?( 1; ,u’) = n*n + p. 
Translate the parameters by p” and consider the equation (py’)’ + 
(1 a + 01” a + q)) y = 0 along with boundary conditions (1.2). Let @x; 1) 
be the corresponding angle function for this problem. and note that it has 
eigenvalues 1, = tmAm -,u” = t,(A” - t; ‘PO). Define the sequence 
,um = 1” - t; ‘1~‘. and note that it has the same asymptote Jo as does the 
sequence 1”. In other words, a translation affects neither the existence of 
asymptotes nor the possible values of the asymptotes. 
So let us suppose that A0 E int K. We note that 1 E int K implies that 
1 a Q 0 with inequality somewhere on (0, I], and this implies that 
8( 1; 1) ( #( 1; 0) by comparison theory. (To see this, use comparison theory 
on a small subinterval (x0, s,) on which 1 a(x) < 0 so that &x, ; 1) < 
8(x, ; 0), and use comparison theory on the subinterval (x, , 1 ] with 8(.; 1) 
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having smaller initial data then 8(.; O).) Since 1’ E int K and pm -V lo, even- 
tually ,u”’ E int K, so that eventually 
19(1;t,~“)=8(l;t,jP)~8(1;0)=8(1;~~)=n*7r+~~nn+~. 
This gives a contradiction with t,,l”’ E S,. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. K # (0} implies that for every n > n* S, is unbounded 
(hence has asymptotes and that for every n > n* Lo is an asymptote for S, 
whenever J A01 = 1 and Lo E a. 
ProoJ Let n* be the minimum oscillation number. First we will discuss 
S, for n > n*, and then S,. will be discussed in two distinct cases. 
Let us assume that the parameters have already been translated by a 
POE s,., as was done in the proof of Theorem 3.2, so that 0(1; 0) = n*x + /I. 
This translation in no way effects the existence of asymptotes. 
Choose any A0 E 2 for which (A’( = 1; this is possible because K # (0). 
Choose any sequence I” -t 1’ with ] A” ] = 1 and I” E ext K; this is possible 
because K must be contained in a half-plane. We will show that for any fixed 
n > n* there is a sequence tm > 0 with t,Am E S,, after which it will be easy 
to show that necessarily t,,, -+ +co so that 1’ is an asymptote for S,. 
To show the existence of the tm, note that r(nm) > 0 since I” E ext K. This 
shows that, for each fixed m, 8( 1; tl”) + +co as t + 00. Also note that, for 
each fixed m, B( 1; tAm) --t n*rr + p as t --) 0. The connectedness, for each fixed 
m, of the set { 8( 1; tAm): 0 < t < co } shows the existence of the t,,, . 
Suppose now that we have fixed an n > n* and found the sequence t, > 0 
with tmAm E S,, as was shown to be possible by the arguments above. If 
tm + +co fails to hold then there is a bounded subsequence {t,,} which can 
be assumed to be convergent. Say that tm, -+ T> 0. Then 
by comparison theory and 1’ E K. This gives a contradiction with 
t,l” E S,, n > n*. 
To show that the conclusions hold for n = n* as well as for n > n* we will 
consider two distinct cases: (i) there exists 1 such that e( 1; 1) < n*n + j3, or 
(ii) there does not exist such a 1. In case (i) we merely translate the 
parameters by 1 instead of p” and the arguments above work, with only 
minor modification. In case (ii) necessarily there does not exist a 2 with 
1 a < 0 with strict inequality somewhere on [0, 11, for if there did exist 
such a 1 then 19(l;x)<8(1;0)= n*lc +/I by comparison theory. Because 
k E int K implies A .‘a < 0 with strict inequality somewhere on [0, 11, 
necessarily intK= 0 and K= 2= (A: A a = 0 on [0, l]}. But then 
(,u” + A) E S,. for all A E 2! Thus the conclusions also hold in this case. fl 
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For the two-parameter problem we have eigencurves, and we can say more 
about unbounded sequences of eigenvalues than for N > 3. 
In the i-plane every non-trivial vector i = (A,, iL) has the representation 
1, = r cos ‘J, >.z = r sin ‘/? with r > 0 and 0 < y < 27~. With these 
restrictions the r, 7 are uniquely defined, so we have a well-defined map 7: 
‘F2\(O} --) [0,2X): A -+ y(l). 
Letu~notateB,=(~uE~:I~!~R}forR>O.Forevery&>Oandevery 
i # 0 let us define an associated open sector C(E, A) = {[,a: t > 0, p E R*, 
[Y(U) - ;1(1)( < E (mod 2x)). We will say that an unbounded set R c Rz is 
asymptotically parallel to the ray .Z(n”) if for any E > 0 there exists an R, 
possibly dependent on E, such that a n B, c C(E, &). Suppose now that we 
have a convex cone C c P2. It is not difficult to see that C is bounded by at 
most two rays ,9(k), .Z@(,l’) with IA*) > 0, with possibly ;I- =I-. If 
A- =i+, then C=9(1-)=9(13-). We will say that a set SC F2 is 
asymptotical@ parallel to X if there are (non-empty) unbounded sets S* 
such that S is the disjoint union of S+ and S- and such that S’ is 
asymptotically parallel to the ray .9@‘), E = +. 
In defining “a is asymptotically parallel to a ray...” we do not require that 
R be a connected subset of a curve; in fact, within the possibilities allowed 
by the definition we may have int R # 0 or a= (the disjoint union of arcs). 
THEOREM 3.4. For the two-parameter problem assume that K # IO). 
Then for n > n” S, is asymptotically parallel to C? = 8K. 
ProoJ Let 2 = 9’ U.W-, and let 1’ be such that Il* I= 1 and Z* = 
2%‘(~*)={tA*:t>O}. It is possible that .G@-=,%-. Let y’= 
~(1’) E [0,271). Without loss of generality y- < y+. Let n* denote the 
minimum oscillation number, as usual, and let ,D’ E S,. , so that 8( 1; ,u”) = 
(n*n + P). 
There are only two possibilities for the closed cone K, because it is 
convex: case (i) K = (tL: t >O, jr-- <y(i)< y’}, or case (ii) K = {ti: tE p, 
y(A) = */- / = 6 = ([A,: t > 0, y(i) = y- or ~(1) = y- + n). Case (ii) can occur 
only when a, ) a2 are linearly dependent. If a, is non-trivial. then case (ii) can 
occur only when a, is of both signs. 
Case (ii) is simple and will be discussed first: Assume that a, is of both 
signs and that a, = [a, for some [E R. Since a, is of both signs there are 
eigenvalues pu,‘. n > n*, for the one-parameter p oblem which consists of the 
equation (py’)’ + @a, + (u” a + q)) y = 0 along with the boundary 
conditions (1.2). In fact, from Theorem 2.1 (Minimum Oscillation Number) 
and the arguments contained in the proof of that theorem (see also Faierman 
[7]) we can conclude that for n > n* there exist positive integers j*(n) and 
eigenvalues ~n+.~ > 0, k = l,..., j*(n) and ,u;.~ < 0: k = l,..., j-(n) for this one- 
parameter problem. Then the two-parameter problem which consists of the 
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equation (~4”)’ + (A, a, t I, a, t q)y = 0 along with boundary conditions 
( 1.2) has “eigencurves” 
i+(n) 
s,= (J {pO t (&,&):& +@*=Pn+..k\ 
k=l 
j-(n) 
u kv, (p” + (A,,&): i, + r/l, =K.kl 
for n > n*, i.e., a finite union of straight lines. Also, S,. = Us, @“*” t a), 
where 8 = ((A,, I,): I, + & = 0) and ~“*‘,...,~o*jo E I?‘. In fact, all of these 
straight lines are parallel to ~3 = (a straight line), and the set St divides S, 
into two groups of straight lines for n > n*. Of course, this is an unusual 
case! If we define regions R _ = {tk t ) 0, y- - (7r/2) Q y(A) < y- + (n/2)}, 
R t = [R’\R-, and denote S* = S, n R, , then we have a decomposition 
S, = Se U S-, as desired in the conclusions of this theorem. This decom- 
position works for n > n*. 
Let us consider case (i) now. From the discussion within the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 we can conclude that there is a 1 with 19( 1; 1) < (n*a t j3). Fix 
now any n > n*. Let A”‘, l be chosen such that I,lrn,* I= 1 and y(im**) = 
(1 f (2m)-‘) y*. (Here we have assumed that y- > 0, which can be accom- 
plished, if necessary when y- = 0, by a small rotation of lR* while leaving 
y+ < 2n.) Note that A”‘** E ext K. By the arguments in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, there exist I~,* > 0 such that $“,* =defn (1 t t,, * km**) E S,, 
m >, 1, and necessarily c,,,~ -+oo asm+co,c=fand-. 
Define now R-={A+tk t>O, O<y(A.)<y-J, R+={l+tA: t>O, 
jl+ < y(1) < 27r), and denote S* = S, n R *. Because f3(1; 2 + A) < 8(1; 1) < 
(n*z +p) whenever y- ,< y(A) < y+, we have S,n (tk t >O, y- < 
y(1) < y’ } = 0. So S, = S+ U S-, and S’ is unbounded for t = t or -. If 
we can show that S- is asymptotically parallel to R-, then the same 
arguments will show that Sf is asymptotically parallel to R’, and the proof 
will be complete. 
Suppose to the contrary that S- is not asymptotically parallel to 9-. 
Then there is some E > 0 such that for all R > 0 we have J?R n S- is not 
contained in C (E, A-). Then we can choose a sequence (A+ t,i”) E S- 
with t, + fco, 11”1= 1 such that [~(n”‘) - ;r(i.-)( > E (mod 27r). We can 
assume that (nm t t; ‘2) + A0 for some 1 A01 = 1, and from this we can 
conclude that 1 y(A”) - ~(1~)I >, E (mod 271). By Theorem 3.2, necessarily 
Jo= A+ or ,l” = A-, but we must then have J.’ = A+ and A’ #K. By the 
definition of R-, r(n”) E [0, y-) for all m, so that r(n”) E [0, y-). This gives 
a contradiction. m 
Other work on asymptotics can be found in Faierman [8-lo]. 
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SECTION 4 
Let us define for a given problem (1. l.N), ( 1.2) the minimum disrance 
p, = min,,,” (1) for n > n *. It is not difficult to show that the minimum 
distance is always achieved, i.e., there exists I” E S, with pn = [A”(, by using 
the representation fA, )A) = 1, for all elements of S, . We have also 
LEMMA 4.1. p, --+ 03 as n+ 00. 
ProoJ If not, there is a subsequence n’ + co and eigenvalues 1”’ E S,. 
with (A”‘( = pn, bounded. There are constants k < co, p,, > 0 such that 
k> 12” . a(x) + q(x)1 for all n’ and for all x in [0, 1 ] and pO < p(x) for all x 
in [0, 11. We have f?(l; An’) < (k/p,,)“* + a for all n’, by comparison theory, 
giving a contradiction with n’ -+ 00. I 
Suppose now that we are given a system of regular Sturm-Liouville 
problems of the form (l.l.N), (1.2), i.e., the system (1.3). So that each of 
these problems is regular we assume that, for i = l,..., N, pi, qil a,, ,..., a,,~- are 
continuous and real-valued and that pi is positive and continuously differen- 
tiable. Recall the notation i . a,. (xi) = A, a,,(~,) + + A,,,ai,v(xi). Without 
loss of generality 0 < ai < z and 0 </Ii < rr. Corresponding to the ith 
problem in the system is an angle function Bi(xi ; A), eigensurfaces Si) 
minimum oscillation number n:, minimum distances p:, and cones 
Ki=(AER”:l~ai,<Oon [O,l]},ai=~Ki,andC;=(IE’R”:~.ai.<O 
on [O, 1 I}. 
In this section, we will discuss oscillation theorems for the system (1.3), 
specifically the existence of eigenvalues 1= A0 at which simultaneously each 
of the problems in the system has a non-trivial solution. Often we seek an 
eigenvalue for which the ith problem has a non-trivial solution with a 
specified oscillation number ni, i = I,..., N. The first result does not appear in 
any of the modern literature: 
THEOREM 4.2 (Richardson’s Necessary Conditions). Suppose that for 
each i= 1 ,..., N there exists a sequence of integers { n,,,}z=, with niqm -+ co 
as m -+ CO and such that n,y=“=, Si ,# 0 for all possible choices of 
n,E (ni.m}~=,, i= l,..., N. Then necessarily for i = l...., N 
( 1 n 2j n (I?*\int Ki) f (01. jti (4.1) 
ProoJ: For convenience take i = 1. Choose for each m an eigenvalue 
with IA’“1 = 1, t, 20. 
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We can assume, by taking an appropriate subsequence, that A”’ + 1’ for some 
)1’1= 1. Since t, >pk, 111 400 asm-too (becauseofn,,,-,co asm+co and 
Lemma 4. l), necessariiy A0 E n ,.+2 a,, by Theorem 3.2. If 1’ E int K, then 
there is an A4 > 0 with I” E int K, for all m > M. Then t9(1; t,Am) < 19( I; 0) 
for all m > M, giving a contradiction with n,,, + co. I 
We note in particular that if there are integers q such that (Jo=, SLi f 0 
whenever n, >v, i= I,..., N, then the conclusion (4.1) still holds. 
The reader may wonder if in (4.2) the sets IR’v\int Ki can be replaced by 
ext Ki = W\Ki. The answer is no, because of the following example: let 
a,,(x,) = sin rr.x,, a,,(x,) = cos 7tx, and a,,(~,) = 0, azz(xz) = 1, so that 
K, = 9((-LO)) = ( a single ray) and K, = {(I,, A,): L, GO}. We have 
K,cK2 so that 8, next K, = 0. But for the system of two 
problems yl(x,) + (A, sin xx, + A, cos nx,)y, = 0, y,(O) =y,(l) = 0 and 
y;I(x*) + &y2 = 0, y*(O) = y,(l) = 0 there exists Anqrn E Si r7 Si for all 
n > 0, m >, 0: Choose Anqm = (AT,“‘, At*m) with A:*m = (mn)* for all n, and 
find ,lySm for the problem y;’ + (A:*“’ sin zx, + (mlr)* cos lx,)y, = 0, 
y,(O)= y,(l) =O. From Coddington and Levinson [3, pp. 211-2131 we 
know that there exists AyTrn as desired. 
Corresponding to Richardson’s Necessary Conditions are a set of 
sufficient conditions, and for the two-parameter problem these conditions are 
found in Theorem 4.3 stated below. The result in Theorem 4.3 was stated in 
Richardson [ 16, pp. 32-341 and a geometric proof was given there; however, 
Richardson assumed the function aii are analytic and specified the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions yJ0) = yi( 1) = 0, i.e., ai = 0, pi = z. These restrictions 
do affect the generality of the discussion in Richardson [ 161. 
THEOREM 4.3. For the two-parameter problem assume that there exist pi 
such that ,t6 aj. ,< 0 with strict inequality somewhere on [0, 11, j = 1,2. 
Assume that 
a,nextK,f0, extK,na,#PI. (4.2) 
Then there are integers IT such that Si, n S’,, + 0 whenever n, >, NT, 
n,2%-. 
Before proceeding with the proof of this result we need a lemma; the proof 
of the lemma will be postponed until after the proof of Theorem 4.3. We note 
in passing that “there exists ,t8 such that...” whenever int Ki f 0, in 
particular whenever C,: # 0. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that for the two-parameter problem (1.1.2), (1.2), 
with cone K and eigensurfaces r,, for n > n*, we have a, < 0 with strict 
inequality somewhere on [0, 11. Then for every fixed n > n* it is possible to 
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write r,, as the disjoint union ujr,.j of at most countably-many analytic 
cumes. Further, each r,, is asymptotically parallel to K, as in Theorem 3.4. 
Also, there exists an M* such that for all n > M* there exists A; such that 
(Al;, 0) E I-,, 
As will be made more clear from the proof of Theorem 4.3, in some sense 
for n > M” the cone K is in the “interior” of r,,,i. for some j*. 
The pictures of Richardson [ 17: pp. 28-29) may be of interest to the 
reader of the following proof. 
Proof (of Theorem 4.3). Since there exists ,L$ necessarily Kj # 0. By 
Theorems 3.3, 3.4 we conclude that for n > nj* the set Sjnj is unbounded and 
asymptotically parallel to the ray or pair of rays which form 8j, for j = 1,2, 
where nj* is the minimum oscillation number for the jth problem. 
Recall now from the proof of Theorem 3.4 the definition of y(.), i.e., y(.): 
1 = (r cos y, r sin y) b y E [0,2n). Let aj = 9,: U 5%‘; = (the union of at 
most two rays), 2; = (GE), with ]K*‘] = 1, and y; = y(J’,‘) for E = f, 
j = 1, 2. For convenience, assume that 7,: ( y,?, for j = 1,2. 
Letnow~=min(n~O:S’,~Kj=0forallm~n}forj=1,2.Because 
ej( 1; .) is bounded on Kj by ej( 1; 0) we can conclude that v < co. 
Let us fix any n, > N: and n2 > N,*. Recall now from Theorem 3.4 the 
notation C (E, A) for open sectors. We can assume that y; < y;, as opposed 
to y; < y,+, without loss of generality. Hypothesis (4.2) assures that there 
exists an et, sufficiently small that C (so? A’.-) n x (Q,, 12Y’) = 0. Let us 
choose an R, > 0 sufficiently 
C(~~,lj*+) for j= 1,2, 
large that B,, n Sij c C (eD, i’,- ) U 
as in the definition of “asymptotically parallel.” 
Next, choose ,L@ E S{, n C (so, Ajzj.‘j) with ],&“I = R,, for sj = ft j = 1, 2. 
Since S&n Kj = 0, y($-) # y(‘~#~‘), for j = 1, 2. Let us notate Bi,, = 
{,u E F’: IpI <R,}. 
Fix j to be either 1 or 2. After a rotation which sends d into the positive 
1,.axis we have aj, < 0 with inequality somewhere on [0, I]. From 
Lemma 4.4, we know that Sij can be written as the union of at most 
countably-many analytic curves, each of these curves being asymptotically 
parallel to Kj. Further, there is an MT such that nj > MT implies that 
.S$,n 9((-1.0)) f 0. If MJ+ > v redefine q to be Mj* instead of 
min{n > 0: Sk n Kj = 0 for all m > n). As an aside, from the proof of 
Lemma 4.4 we know that when “there exists $ such that...” and Kj is not a 
ray then q < v and Sij is a single analytic curve. 
Continuing with j fixed to be either 1 or 2, for nj > q (with ivy redefined, 
if necessary, so that q > q) we have Si,n Kj = 0 and 
Si,. n 5?((-I, 0)) # 0. It follows then from Lemma 4.4 that there exists an 
analytic curve S-j c Sij such that Sij n Kj = 0, Sij n g((- 1,O)) # Oand S{ 
is asymptotically parallel to Kj. It follows then that S$, separates the plane 
into two unbounded regions. Whether or not Kj is a ray, one can see that Ki 
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is contained entirely within one of those two regions. By the interior of gii 
we will mean the region which contains Kj. 
Returning to our original coordinate system and with Sij denoting the 
branch of Sij described above, let us define Sj = {n: 1 Al= R,, y($,-) < y(A) < 
y@,‘), mod 271}, and define Sj = f?U (sijn B:,). For j = 1,2 the closed 
continuous curve Sj has no self-intersections, hence has an “inside” and an 
“outside” by the Jordan Curve Theorem. We have defined Sj so that 
Kj n (int B&) is inside Si, in particular so that the origin is inside S.. 
Further, R, has been chosen so that $ is not contained inside S,; also S?, 
is not contained inside S,. It follows then that S, f7 S, n (int B:,) # 0. 
Hence Si, n Fn2 f 0, proving the theorem. m 
Proof (of Lemma 4.4). Fix any n ) n *. To prove the result we will first 
show that there exists at most countably-many open sets sZj and analytic 
functions dj(.) on Rj such that f, = (Jj=i {($j(Az), 1,): A, E Qj). 
Let R = {A2 : there is a Ai with (A,, A,) E r,}. Denote by 0(x; A,, A,) the 
angle function for the problem (1.1.2), (1.2). Since 8(1; A,, A,) is strictly 
decreasing in L, for each fixed I,, for every A, E D there exists a unique 1, 
such that (A,, AZ) E r,, . From Turyn 123, pp. 14-151 one can see that 
whenever A0 E r, 
28(1;L”)/21, =p(l)-’ [‘p(x)a,(x)sin2 @(x;AO)dx, 
-0 
p(x) = exp - 
( J 
: [-p(s)-’ + 1’ . a(s) + q(s)] sin 20(s; i,“) d) 
is a positive-valued integrating factor. Hence, M( 1; 12’)/&l, < 0. If 
%( 1; A”)/aA, = 0 then necessarily 0(x; A”) EE 0 (mod rc) for all x, where 
a,(x) < 0. Since a,(x) < 0 for all x in some subinterval of [0, 11, we would 
have a contradiction. 
So 20( 1; 1”)/2A, < 0 for all 1’ E r, . It follows that 0 is an open subset of 
P, hence it can be written as the union of at most countably-many open 
intervals. Consider one such subset aj: For Ai E aj define #,(A2) to be the 
unique value of A: such that A0 = (A:, A”,) E r,, . By the Implicit Function 
Theorem the function dj( .) is analytic on 0j. Next, we will show that for 
each fixed j the set f-,-j = {(#j(n2), A,): 1, E Bj} is asymptotically parallel to 
the cone K associated with the two-parameter problem. 
Notate r = r”,j for convenience. Write Rj = (w , , w2), where - co < w, < 
w2 < fco. The Implicit Function Theorem assures that if w, is finite then 
l@,)( -+ co as A2 \ w,+, and if o2 is finite then I#(A2)1 + co as II, /” 02-. 
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By Theorem 3.2, if oj is finite then, denoting J.{ = sgn lim,,, #(AZ), we have 
(&o)Ea=aK. 
Since a, < 0 with strict inequality somewhere on [0, 11, there are only two 
possibilities for the cone K: (a) K = a = {(t, 0): t > O}, when K is ray, and 
(b) K = (tk y- 6 y(A) < y+, taO), for some 0 <y- (z/2 and 3x/2 ,< 
y- ( 211, in which case ~=~(L-)u.S@+), for some II* I= 1, I- fl’. 
Note that the case K = (all of the &axis) is not possible. As an aside, note 
also that a, < 0 implies that @(&)-P +co as & \ o,+ and as AZ / w?--, 
whether or not w,, w2 are finite. 
If both oi, o2 are finite then necessarily we must be in case (a). In this 
case it is easy to see that r is asymptotically parallel to K. 
If at least one of the wis is not finite, then we must be in case (b). 
Examining individually the three remaining cases w, = -co, w2 < co; 
o, > --co, w2 = +co; w, =-co, w? = +co we can conclude that there are 
sets r* such that r is the disjoint union of r- and Tf, and r‘ is 
asymptotically parallel to L@(J’). for c = f. 
Finally, to see that there exists an M* > 0 such that for all n > M* there 
exists a (unique) 1; such that (A:, 0) E r,,, one has only to look along the 
ray L@((-1, 0)). As an aside, when C- # 0 we may take M* = min{n > 0: 
Sj, n Kj= 0 for all m > n]. As a further aside, when C- # 0 we have 
iR = &I = (1, : there is a 2, with (A,! ,$) E r,) so that r, is a single analytic 
curve. This completes the proof of the lemma. l 
Special cases of the lemma have appeared in Faierman [6], Richardson 
[ 16, 171, and Sleeman [ 181. 
It will now be shown that for the two-parameter problem Theorem 4.3 is 
the strongest result (guaranteeing the existence of eigenvalues) in the 
literature. We will not discuss the number or eigenvalues, only their 
existence. Aside from this we note that, upon assuming there exist pi such 
that ,L& aj. ,< 0 with strict inequality somewhere on [0, I], j = 1. 2. 
Theorem 4.3 is “close to sharp.” To see this, recall Theorem 4.2 and the 
example which follows it. 
First, let us show that the following result is a special case of 
Theorem 4.3 : 
THEOREM 4.5 (GreguS, Neuman, and Arscott [ 12, p. 4343, Sleeman 
[ 18, 191). For the two-parameter problem assume 
c,nc, #0 (4.3) 
C;nextK,#0 and ext K, f7 C’, # 0. (4.4) 
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We must remark that we have stated Theorem 4.5 in a form different from 
which it has appeared in the literature. The hypothesis (4.3) is equivalent o 
“there exists A such that 1 . a,. > 0 on [0, l] and I . u2. > 0 on [0, 11,” and 
by a rotation of the A-plane this is equivalent o, without loss of generality, 
a,,>0 on[O,l] and a,, > 0 on[O, 11. (4.5) 
In GreguS et al. [ 12, Corollary I] an assumption on a function “p” is made 
which is slightly weaker than that of (4.5) but which is of the same nature. 
We could make Theorem 4.5 slightly stronger, but it would require more 
cone notations. The hypothesis C; next K, # 0 is the same as [ 12, p. 434, 
(5.2)] and the hypothesis ext K, n C; # 0 is the same as [ 12, p. 434, (5.1)]. 
The result of GreguS el al. [ 12, pp. 434-435, Corollary 21 is a special case of 
Theorem 4.3 without qualification since it assumes “p = 1.” 
The assumption C,: # 0 automatically assures that the technical 
hypothesis “there exists pp..” is satisfied. We note also that C,: # 0 implies 
that n? = 0. The assumption (4.4) implies that K, a? K, and K, &K,. In 
Lemma 4.8 found below we will show that the further hypothesis (4.3) when 
combined with (4.4) assures that (4.2) holds, so that Theorem 4.3 is 
applicable. This shows the existence of v such that Sl, n Sk # 0 for all 
choices of n, > NT, n, > NJ. Choose a (1’ E C; n C; sufficiently large that 
for the translated problems 
OJ(X; p) = p,: ’ COS' Oj + (U Ujs + (A” aj* + qj)) sin’ 0, 
we have B,(l; 0) < jIj, for j = 1,2. In the proof of Theorem 4.3 the choices of 
v for the translated problems are NT = NT = 0. So, in fact Si, n Si, # 0 
for all choices of n, > 0, n, > 0. This shows that Theorem 4.5 is a special 
case of Theorem 4.3. 
There are two other results found in the literature of sufficient conditions 
for the existence of eigenvalues for the N-parameter problem. When we 
specify N = 2, these results can be shown to be special cases of Theorem 4.3. 
Define IA ] (x) = (A 1 (x1 ,..., x,~) = det(ai~(xi))~j=, for x = (x, ,..., x,vj E 
[0, l] x ... x [0, 11. The Right-Definiteness assumption is that (A( (.) be 
sign-definite (either always positive or always negative). 
THEOREM 4.6 (Faierman [6, Chap. 21, Ince [ 14, pp. 248-2511). If 
Right-Definiteness holds then for all choices of n, > 0 there is a unique 
1 E ny=, s;,. 
For N = 2 it is known (see Sleeman [20, pp. 204-205 1) that the Right- 
Definiteness assumption is equivalent to C; n (-C;) # 0 and (4.3) 
combined. In Theorem 5.1 we will show that either Cl: = 0 or C,: = int Kj. 
Since C; n (-C;) = C; f7 (-int K,) c C; n ext K,, we see that 
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Theorem 4.3 is applicable. The same argument as before of choosing 
II’ E C[ n C; shows that NT = NF = OI and thus we have proven the 
(mere) existence of eigenvalues in SL, n SiI for all n, 2 0. n, > 0. 
Richardson ] 16, p. 331 gave an argument for the uniqueness. 
Define the minor sub-determinants 
a; = u$(xr)r ~ i = (-1)“’ det(dxr)Li,,,j. 
Define Left-DeJiniteness as the assumption that there exists flu0 E I?v such 
that for all i = l,..., N we have CT=, ,uJa: be sign-definite on 
Cxr),*iE lo, r, X “’ X lo, l]* 
THEOREM 4.7. Assuming Left-Definiteness and that qi < 0, ai < 7t/2 < pi 
for i = l,..., N, there exists infinitely-many N-tuples (n, ,m ,..., rzV,,) of non- 
negative integers such that nT=, Ski,, f 0. 
We know from Faierman [ 111 that for N = 2 Theorem 4.7 is false. We 
discuss why, how the result can be repaired, and why the repaired result is a 
special case of Theorem 4.3. 
For N = 2 the Left-Definiteness Assumption is equivalent to 
C; n (-C;)# 0: For 0 < p!aT, +&a& =yya,, -&a,, and 0 < 
i&G +dM2 =-da,, +da,, so that ($!, -py) E C; n (-Cc). The 
assumption C; n (-C;) # 0 almost, but not quite, implies the condition 
(4.2) essential to Theorem 4.3. 
Take aij(xi) = (-l)itj. Then we find that C; = -C; # 0 but that 
2, = 2, = {(,I,, A,) E W2: i, - & = 0) so that (4.2) fails. In fact, taking 
qi = 0, c+ = 0, pi = n we find that S!,, n Si, = 0 for all n, > 0, n, 2 0, so that 
Theorem 4.7 is false for N = 2. Faierman [ 11] has a result to replace that of 
Theorem 4.7 for N = 2. 
THEOREM 4.7’. Assume that 
C;n(-C;)#0 and JAI(x,,x,)#O forsome O<x,, x2< 1. (4.6) 
Then there exists NT, N,* > 0 such that S!,, n S,?,, # 0 for all choices of 
n, > NT, n, > NT. 
LEMMA 4.8. Condition (4.6) implies condition (4.2). 
Proof: C; n (-CT) # 0 implies that K, &K, and K, ~5 K,. Suppose 
that 8, n ext K, = 0, i.e., 2, c Kz. One can check for oneself that the only 
possibility is that K, = -K, = (a half-plane), in which case 2, = 8, and 
a, = (,I: A . aj* = 0 on [0, l]}. In this case there is a fixed non-trivial vector 
A0 such that, defining the matrix A(x,, x2) = (aij(xi))f,j,, , we have 
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A(x,,x,)~~=OEIR~ for all O<x, x,<l. Hence (A](x,,x,)=O for all 
x, , x, , and there is a contradiction. Similarly, we have 2, n ext K, # 0. m 
Because of Lemma 4.8 we see that Theorem 4.7’ is a special case of 
Theorem 4.3. If we impose the additional requirements qi < 0, a, < n/2 < /Ii, 
then we see from the proof of Theorem 4.3 that we have Nf = N; = 0. 
Richardson’s second article [17] possibly extends his result to the three- 
parameter problem, and the claim is made there that the method of proof 
extends to the N-parameter problem, as well. It is difficult, however, to 
decide if the method is correct for N> 3 because both of Richardson’s 
articles [ 16, 171 contain inaccuracies. The simplest mistake is the 
assumption of convexity, both implicitly in the pictures in [ 161 and explicitly 
in the arguments in [ 171. Also, the technique of cutting the eigensurfaces 
with planes, for the three-parameter problem, seems cumbersome, if not 
impossible, to use in the general N-parameter problem. In spite of this, we 
must admit that it is possible that useful work in Richardson [ 17) remains to 
be discussed. 
We have tried, without success, to find sufficient conditions for the N- 
parameter problem which would be different from Right-Definiteness and 
Left-Definiteness. In particular, we have tried to generalize Theorem 4.5 to 
N 2 3. It is clear, however, that there is work left to do, as is illustrated by 
the following 
EXAMPLE. For N = 3, let 
’ 2 -2 -5 
A = (ajj);, 
i=l 
= i 3 - 2x, 2 0 
. 
2 3 -2x, 2 1 
We have ]A ] (x,, x2, XJ = -5 + 22x, + 30x, - 20x2x3, so that 
(A ] (x,, 0, 0, = -5 < 0, (A ] (xi, 1, 1) = 27 > 0 and Right-Definiteness fails to 
hold. Since (-1, 0,O) E C; n C; n C; , from Theorem 5.2 found below we 
can conclude that Left-Definiteness also fails to hold. 
Despite this, the system (1.3) with this choice of aiis and arbitrary choice 
of pi, qi, aj.& has Sj,, n S&n S& # 0 for all choices of n, > 0, n2 > 0, 
n3 > 0, as we now proceed to prove. 
Let v,, be the eigenvalue for the one-parameter problem (pI yi) + 
(v+ql)y,=O, cosa,.y,(O)-sina,.p,(O)y;(O)=O, cos P1.y,(l)- 
sin B, . pI( 1) y;(l) = 0 corresponding to oscillation number n, ) 0. For the 
first problem in our system (1.3) we have S:, = {JE 1R3: 
2A, - 21, - 51, = v,,}. Substituting 1, = (2/5) L, - (2/5) L, - v,,/5 into the 
second and third problems of the system gives a pair of two-parameter 
problems (p/y;)’ + (x ii. + 6,) y, = 0, cos a, . yj(0) - sin a. . pi(O) y;(O) = 0, 
COS~j~yj(l)-sin~j.pj(l)y~(l)=O, j=2,3, where x= (X,,X,)E IR*, 
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qI = & - 2v,,/5, and a;, = 3 -2x2, a’,, = 2; c,, = 14j5, 
l/5 - 2x,). Define A’ ij. = I,;., + &gj2 and cones Cl: = (1 E ‘c*: 
J 0 on [0, l]j, Kj= {XE R’: x’. G.. ~$0 on [0, l]}. We tind that 
(- l.O)EC;nc;, (l,--4)EC;next x’,? and (-1, l)EextK:nCj. 
From Theorem 4.5 we can conclude that for all n, > 0, n3 > 0 there exists 
~“I,“‘,“? 3 wnzqn’ such that, with pn2,nl = (2/5) ~:1.n2,n~-(2/5) ,l;1-n:‘n3-p,,/5, 
w, have @;l.WU, 2 ~nl.m.n3 , ~;l.WZ.l ) E Si, n Si, n Si, for the original 
system (1.3). 
The above example has a curious property: replace the a,3 entry of -5 by 
--a, where a E IR. We find that (a) for a > 4 all of the conclusions are the 
same as for a = 5, (b) for -4 < a < 4 Right-Definiteness holds, (c) for 
-12<a<-4 everything is as for a=5, (d) for -2O,<a&-12 Z?,cl?, 
(surprise!), and for (e) a < -20 everything is as for a = 5. 
SECTION 5 
Define cones K = (A E R,“‘: ), a(x) < 0 for all x E [0, 1 I}, C = {A E IFi.“: 
1 a(x) < 0 for all x E [0, l]}. Since we always assume that not all of the Uj 
are trivial, necessarily ,I a(x) = 0 for all x E [0, 1 ] implies ,I E 8 = 2K. In 
particular, 0 E 2. 
There is a technique which helps the geometrical investigation of the 
cones: Let a(x) = (u,(x),..., u,~(x)) E ‘R” and define the row range r= (u(x): 
0 <x < 1 } = (a closed subset of PP). This idea, in an abstract setting 
involving quadratic forms, also appears in Atkinson [2, p. 1621. 
Define, for ay z E V’, a set L -(z) = ( y E R”: y z ( 0 } where is the 
Euclidean inner product. Whenever z # 0, L-(z) is aclosed half-space: also 
L-(O) = I#?. When z # 0, int L-(z) = { ~8: J z < 0 } is an open half-space. 
We see immediately that K = npEr L-(y). We also see that (i) when 0 E r. 
necessarily C = 0, (ii) when 0 4 r, necessarily Cm = n,.Er. int L-(y). This 
leads to 
THEOREM 5.1. Either C- = 0 or C = int K. 
Proof: When 0 & I- we must show that 
n intL-(y)=C =intK=int fl L-(y). 
v=r 1’ E I- 
(i) If A” E C-, let -d = max,,, A0 y < 0, ]IJ = max,,, jy] and let B be 
the open ball about A“ of radius d/(2 Ir(). Then B c L -(y) for all y E r, so 
that Jo E int K. 
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(ii) If 1’ E int K, there is an open ball B about 1’ with B c nvcl- L-(y). 
Then A’EintL-(y)for allyEr,sothatAOEC-. m 
Recall now the Left-Definiteness assumption about the coeffkients aji for 
a system of Sturm-Liouville problems found in Section 4, and the condition 
of Right-Definiteness, i.e., that the determinant JA ) (x) = IA ) (x, ,...! x,v) be 
sign-definite. We have 
THEOREM 5.2. tf nap=, C; f 0, then Left-Definiteness implies Right- 
Definiteness. 
Proof. For any N x N matrix B = (b,) let us define the cofactor 
cof B = (b$) = ((-l)“j det(b,,),,i), 
sti 
the adjugate 
adj B = (cof B)‘, T = transpose, 
and the rank 
r(B) = dim Range(B). 
Since there is a A0 E n,y=‘=, C,:, there is a rotation 0 which maps 1’ into 
the positive AI-axis, so that the first column of the matrix A(x) 0 consists 
only of negative entries, where ,4(x) = (a,(x,))lyC I~= r. We will need the fact 
that cof(A(x) 0) = cof(A(x)) 0, which can be found in Eves [ 5, p. 156 
No. 3.10.12 and p. 206 No. 4.6.71 using the fact that @ = 0-l. 
Suppose now that contrary to Right-Definiteness there is an 2 such that 
(A 1 (2) = 0, and proceed to show that there is a contradiction. Denote 
B =A(%) 0. 
Since r(B) < N - 1 we can conclude that r(cof B) < 1, using a fact about 
adj found in Eves [5, p. 155 1. Left-Definiteness can be stated as: There exists 
,u” E R” such that cof(A(x))p’ E (0, co) X .. X (0, co). This implies that 
r(cofB) > 1, and this implies that r(cofB) = 1. There must be a vector 
0 # c E Tr” and constants a, ,..., a,v E IR such that 
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From this we conclude that a , ,...) a.,, are all non-zero and of the same sign. 
From elementary properties of the determinant, 0= zFr, bi, bz whenever 
k # 1 and det B = C,y=, bi, bfi . Since 0 = det B, we have for every k 
By the use of the rotation 0 we have bi, < 0 for all i, and all of the (xi’s are 
non-zero and of the same sign. Thus, ck = 0 for all k. This gives r(cof B) = 0, 
and there is a contradiction. I 
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Note added in proof: Faierman [II ] can be replaced by M. Faierman, An Oscillation 
Theorem For a Two-Parameter System of Differential Equations, Quaestiones Mathematicae 3 
(1979) 313-321. Theorem 4.7’ has appeared in B. D. Sleeman, Klein Oscillation Theorems 
For Multiparameter Eigenvalue Problems in Ordinary Differential Equations, Nieuw Archief 
Voor Wiskunde Ser. 3, 27 (1979) 341-362. Of interest o the reader of Section 5 might be the 
articles; Paul Binding and Patrick J. Browne, Comparison Cones For Multiparameter Eigen- 
value Problems, J. Mathematical Analysis and Applications 1980 (to appear), and Frank 
Uhlig, A Recurring Theorem About Pairs of Quadratic Forms and Extensions: A Survey, 
Linear Algebra and Its Applications 25 (1979) 219-237. 
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